ECONOMY Hardware & Home Center
458 Mass. Ave., Central Square, Cambridge
864-3500, 530-4013 (V/TTY)

Wow!

$36.88

Remote Answering System
with this coupon
Expires 5/7/93

Save Money, Stay Out of the Coop!
We Have Everything A MIT Student Needs
Offers can not be combined. Limit 2 per person.

Pick up a super deal on the hottest G mountain & cross bikes!
FREE "U" Lock with GT purchase & ad ($30. Value)

TARIFF

Cycles

61 Galen St, Watertown 826-1717

Official shop of the MIT Cycling Team

DEPARTMENT OF OCEAN ENGINEERING

Presents

DR. WILLIAM I. KOCH

1992 America Cup: Teamwork, Technology and Talent = Victory

Dr. Koch will describe the approaches and procedures he used in winning the 1992 America's Cup Match. Two notable differences between his approach and other aspirants for the oldest trophy in sports are Dr. Koch's emphases on teamwork and technology. Through a technology development program based on a scientific background and a disciplined approach, Dr. Koch's team, America's fastest boats amongst the ten competing teams. The use of a technical and design team introduced more useful ideas into the effort than could have come from a more traditional effort involving a more restricted set of individuals.

Date: Thursday, April 29, 1993
Time: 4:15 p.m.
Place: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Building 9 Room 150
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA

Refreshments: 3:45 p.m.
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ACROSS
1. Lists of names
2. Tells
3. Level of authority
4. Scholarly
5. Capacity to endure
6. Cruciform
7. Make a call
8. Test
9. Continuous (abbr.)
10. Thumbformed form
11. Flag pins
12. Poppy's girlfriend
13. To be fr.
14. Type of race
15. The (Mt. range)
16. Father
17. Begin again
18. Win-boring tool
19. Belonging to the hopper State
20. Cultivate
21. Precious stones
22. Apportioned
23. 120 mph
24. 244 e.m.
25. Olympic athlete
26. Mr. Maverick
27. Out of the Ger.
28. Comedienne Ann
29. Slow down
30. Belonging to the
31. Mine-boring tool
32. Double
33. Belonging to the
34. German article
35. Directed toward
36. Nighttime noise
37. Type of race
38. Student, e.g.
39. Prefix for
40. Preface to a
41. Mailing necessities
42. A tombstone
43. Greed
44. Editor
45. Famous reindeer
46. Famous reinsk
47. Type of race
48. Name for
49. A tombstone
50. Mailing necessities
51. City in Germany
52. Money
53. Vena-
54. Mr. Gershwin
55. City in Kentucky
56. City ir Kentucky
57. City in Kentucky
58. City in Kentucky
59. Part
60. Prefix: air
61. Dynardte
62. Not one nor the
63. Famous reindeer
64. Fatty
65. Bird dogs

DOWN
1. Lists of names
2. Tells
3. Level of authority
4. Scholarly
5. Capacity to endure
6. Cruciform
7. Make a call
8. Test
9. Continuous (abbr.)
10. Thumbformed form
11. Flag pins
12. Poppy's girlfriend
13. To be fr.
14. Type of race
15. The (Mt. range)
16. Father
17. Begin again
18. Win-boring tool
19. Belonging to the hopper State
20. Cultivate
21. Precious stones
22. Apportioned
23. 120 mph
24. 244 e.m.
25. Olympic athlete
26. Mr. Maverick
27. Out of the Ger.
28. Comedienne Ann
29. Slow down
30. Belonging to the
31. Mine-boring tool
32. Double
33. Belonging to the
34. German article
35. Directed toward
36. Nighttime noise
37. Type of race
38. Student, e.g.
39. Prefix for
40. Preface to a
41. Mailing necessities
42. A tombstone
43. Greed
44. Editor
45. Famous reindeer
46. Famous reinsk
47. Type of race
48. Name for
49. A tombstone
50. Mailing necessities
51. City in Germany
52. Money
53. Vena-
54. Mr. Gershwin
55. City in Kentucky
56. City ir Kentucky
57. City in Kentucky
58. City in Kentucky
59. Part
60. Prefix: air
61. Dynardte

1ST SEMI-ANNUAL MARIAH ANTIQUARIAN BOOK FAIR
THE PARK PLAZA CASTLE
BOSTON, MA
Friday, April 30, 1993 - 5 - 9PM
Saturday, May 1, 1993 - 10 - 5PM
Admission $4.00
For Information Call: (617) 584-4666
All units and cases must be checked
8:00 off Sunday ticket
price with this ad
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